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Subject description
DNS protocols were designed in the early 90s to allow name resolution in a distributed and reliable way [1, 2, 3]. The original design proved its accuracy and remains almost unchanged in the current Internet. The introduction of anycast [4] allowed it to spread the
load around the globe and be more resilient to attacks. The development of the web has made the DNS a critical part of the Internet, which suffers regular security attacks. By relying on a public key infrastructure, DANE/DNSSEC offer extensions to the original protocol to secure the resolutions by guaranteeing entities authentication [5] and end-to-end integrity with data origin authentication [6].

Since the DNS introduction, the rest of the internet has also evolved and the dominant model is based on REST [7]. REST introduces the notion of resources, identified by a global and uniform name. Caching is also present in the architecture. The use of HTTP and TCP to implement the REST paradigm doesn't fit well with light resolution and both models evolved separately.

In the last years, new evolutions occurred. Developed for the IoT, CoAP [8] provides a lightweight implementation of the REST model mainly based on UDP. DoH [9] is making a move to REST allowing applications and operating systems to use HTTPS to dialog with resolvers.

The goal of the thesis will be to study the architectural impact and the performances of generalizing the REST principle and associated protocols to the DNS. In particular, compare the reliability, the resilience, and performances of a REST approach. What will be the benefit in terms of flexibility and deployment of new services over the DNS of the REST approach? One specific subject is related to the IoT roaming as described in the DiNS ARN project. Is CoAP a better candidate for the DoH-like approach in terms of security and performances.
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